Agreements on Compliance with the Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment Directive

SAMTEC Inc. has concluded a contract with European Advanced Recycling Network (EARN Elektroaltgeräte Service GmbH; www.earn-service.com). When a SAMTEC product that is used commercially has reached the end of its life, you can fill out a form at the following Internet address and request that your devices be collected:

https://b2btool.earn-service.com/samtec/select

This means that the product can be treated, re-used or disposed of in a controlled manner. The agreements of the company SAMTEC for commercially used electrical and electronic equipment are as follows:

• The company SAMTEC bears the costs for the treatment, recycling and disposal of old electrical and electronic equipment in order to achieve the goals set by the relevant laws and regulations.

• The clients of the company bear the costs for the transport of their electrical and electronic equipment to the respective recycling partner of the company EARN, that means:
  - You can arrange for your waste electrical and electronic equipment to be sent to the recycling facility at your own expense.
  - You can request a quote for the collection and transport via EARN.